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1.0

Introduction

Bassetlaw District Council (BDC) invited The Prince’s Regeneration Trust (PRT) to
chair a Workshop to review the existing character of the townscape of Retford and
to explore opportunities for future enhancement.
The format of the Workshop began with a walking tour of the town led by
representatives of Retford Civic Society (RCS) and BDC. This looked at the key
buildings and spaces, the sites already enhanced or developed, and the sites where
there is the potential for improvement and in some cases new build.
There then followed a meeting in the Town Hall attended by a larger number of
Elected Members and BDC Officers. This meeting was introduced by Cllr Jo White,
Cabinet Member for Regeneration and chaired by Edward Holland, Senior Projects
Adviser at PRT.
This report captures the principal conclusions of the tour and discussions. It does
not seek to duplicate a historical account of the town as this is well written up
elsewhere but it does offer an overview of opportunities for enhancement of the
townscape.
Towards the end of the report, three Townscape Heritage Initiative schemes (THI)
have been included as case studies, as they are similar in nature and location.
These can act as a reference guide for BDC, highlighting management,
achievements and shortfalls of the respective THIs.
The report will conclude with a summary of next steps and recommendations.

Fig. 1 The Market Square © PRT
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2.0

Retford Conservation Area

This report should be read in conjunction with the detailed Conservation Area
Appraisal issued in May 2012. The Conservation Area was originally designated in
1973 and was enlarged in 2011.

Map 1: Retford Conservation Area Map © BDC
Within this area there are essentially four character areas – West Retford and
King’s park, East Retford and Market Place, Canal and Wharf and the London
Road.
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3.0

Achievements to date

While there is significant opportunity for development and regeneration within the
town centre, a number of improvements and schemes have already been
successfully implemented. The Conservation Area appraisal and enlargement
highlighted above is only the first. Funding from European Regional Development
Fund (ERDF), in conjunction with BDC, has enabled significant improvements to
the main square.
There are a number of examples within the town centre where consideration of the
historic environment has proven successful. For instance, the Town Hall remains in
use and the internal fabric of the building has been preserved (Fig. 2). As well, a
modern residential development beyond the river has respected the surrounding
historic landscape through the choice of materials and scale.
Attention should lastly be drawn to BDC’s successful partnership history which has
included, amongst others, RCS and Nottinghamshire County Council (NCC).
As this report will later draw upon, such schemes, considerations and partnerships,
can act as a model for further regeneration within the town.

Fig. 2 Town Hall, Market Place © PRT
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4.0

Walking Tour

The Workshop began with a walking tour covering the majority of the Conservation
Area (Map 1) the boundary. Map 2 also outlines prominent areas of the town visited
on the tour.
The route began at the Town Hall across the Market Square, through the back lane
to Bridgegate, along to the river crossing and then back to the square. It then
continued along Market Place to the Parish Church of St Swithun’s, past the Rising
Sun pub and across the car park through Dyers Court to Grove Street. Following
a quick diversion down to the Grove Street Methodist Church the group then walked
down Beardsall’s Row past the bus station, through the service lane to Carolgate
and on to the potential development site on the West Street car park. Finally, we
crossed Wharf Road to see the Canal Warehouse and then back along Chancery
Lane to King’s Park, the former Police Station and the Theatre, before returning to
the Town Hall.
This two-hour tour focused on forming an overview of the essential character of
Retford town centre and noting the key heritage buildings and spaces. The
character is mainly late-Georgian with some prominent Victorian public buildings
and a modernised pedestrian area. The traditional buildings are primarily of red
brick with slate roofs. We looked at those projects already completed and at areas
which the BDC and RCS had already identified as having potential for development
and enhancement. This report aims to capture the key points identified on the
tour.
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Map 2: Retford Town centre © BDC
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5.0

Discussion in Town Hall

The Workshop continued with a discussion in BDC’s Chamber with the Civic Society
and BDC officers and elected Members. The following themes were discussed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What makes good historic character in an urban context?
What can have an adverse impact on historic character?
In Retford how can we maximise the benefits to the townscape of the work
already carried out?
Do we need to review the boundary of the Conservation Area?
Is there potential for a Town Trust?
Can we prioritise the Buildings at Risk?

6.0

Character Elements of the Townscape

6.1

Public Spaces

Retford has benefitted through funding from the European Regional Development
Fund and BDC, which has enabled significant improvements to the elegant main
square (Fig. 3), and which now has high quality paving and lighting and a good
sense of public realm. It won a Civic Trust Award in 2008. As the Civic Trust’s
Heritage Trail says ‘on market days it erupts into a hurly burly of buying and selling
in the long tradition of Retford fairs and markets’.

Fig. 3 Market Square on market day
Public spaces such as this give Retford a highly distinctive historic character. The
townscape would benefit from these efforts being replicated on the surrounding
streets.
The Market Place, on the approach to the Parish Church (Fig. 4), is another key
space but adopting the same palette of materials would help to better link Market
Square with Market Place and lead the pedestrian through a harmonious
townscape. At present the cobbled street surfacing carries the traditional character
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through towards one of the most important buildings, but it does not continue all
the way. The character would be enhanced if it continued across Cannon Square
up to the entrance to the churchyard rather than stopping at the road edge and
suddenly becoming more urban and car-orientated.

Fig. 4 Market Place and Parish Church © PRT
In Cannon Square the displayed cannon (captured at Sebastopol in 1855) is
surrounded by bollards and double-yellow lines though it is a key townscape feature
illustrating an aspect of the town’s history (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Cannon Square © PRT
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6.2

Key Vistas

It is essential that the long view through to the church is maintained (Fig. 4),
including the trees.
Views along Churchgate and Chapelgate to the north and south of the Parish Church
(Figs. 6 and 7) are also of significance and the streets are lined by buildings with
well-preserved character.

Fig. 6 Churchgate © PRT

Fig 7. Chapelgate © PRT
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Fig. 8 View towards Parish Church from N end of Dyers Court ©PRT

Fig. 9 View south along Victoria Road towards station © PRT

6.3

Passageways

The town plan is characterised by a number of connecting alleys and passageways
and it is essential that these are retained and enhanced. They are immediately
illustrative of the town’s historic origins but also offer good connectivity between
different streets. Covered passageways need to feel safe and alive not dark and
forbidding.
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One notable example of this town plan characteristic and of recent work to enhance
it is Dyers Court, off Grove Street (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10 Dyers Court © PRT
Here the main shop window facing onto the passageway has been painted to appear
occupied (Fig.11). The image created of a traditional Victorian / Edwardian shop
is impressively achieved and the references to local people adds further interest. A
similar style mural is also at the rear of Dyers Court on the wall of the former
laundry (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 11 Shop window in Dyers Court © PRT

Fig. 12 Mural on wall of former laundry to rear of Dyers Court © PRT
6.4

River and Canal

The River Idle and the Chesterfield Canal are both key arteries for the town and
views of, and along both the river and the canal, must be retained (Figs. 13 and
14). There are also two fine road bridges over the river, the on Albert Road is
dated 1892 (Fig. 15).
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Fig. 13 River Idle from Bridgegate Bridge © PRT

Fig. 14 Chesterfield Canal at Retford Town Lock © PRT
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Fig. 15 Albert Road Bridge over River Idle © PRT
6.5

Development Opportunities for the future

There are some town centre development opportunities that were discussed during
the walking tour. These are identified on the Improvements map in the Appendices,
though it should be noted that BDC’s Improvements map highlights buildings in
need of repair and retail areas in need if a facelift as well as vacant sites for new
development. On the edge of town it also considered that there was a need to
develop the facilities at the station and its associated car parking to enable it to
better cater for the volume of passengers it serves.
The development site illustrated in Fig. 16 is near the Bridgegate Centre, close to
the main square. Any new build here needs to respect the proximity to historic
buildings in scale and materials but it should be noted has potential to improve on
the current abandoned appearance of the area. The new development of shops
and residential immediately to the west of this site is of unsatisfactory design and
should not be seen as a model for the proposed development opposite. The shop
fronts are clumsily detailed and the mansard inspired roof appears out of character.
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Fig. 16

Development site near Market Square and Bridgegate © PRT

Other development sites inspected on the walking tour included the areas discussed
under section 8.7 as follows:
• West Street car park;
• Land behind the Police Station;
• Land to the north end of Chancery Lane; and
• Land south of Beardsall Row near the Bus Station.
These are all used for car parking at present but in the short term the townscape
would benefit from their appearance being improved, the parking spaces made
more ordered and surface materials renewed. Improving capacity would also take
the pressure off some areas where it would be good to remove car parking all
together, e.g. in front of King’s Park entrance.
The land at the north end of Chancery Lane also has some out of character council
offices dating from the c.1960s/70s. Regeneration of the town would benefit from
the replacement of these with buildings more in character in scale and material.
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7.0

Retford’s Buildings within the Townscape

7.1

Key Public Buildings

Town Hall
Foremost amongst the public buildings is the Town Hall, which fortunately is still
used for the purpose for which it was built. In an age when local authorities around
the country are moving out of their historic town halls and indeed away from their
town centres altogether BDC is to be commended for continuing to care for this key
building. It was built in 1868 by Bellamy and Hay architects of Lincoln and its
façade has definite French Renaissance influence. Internally it retains a fine
Ballroom and Council Chamber as well as its grand imperial staircase.

Fig. 17 Retford Town Hall © PRT
Parish Church
The Parish Church (Fig. 18) was founded in 12th century although the primary
character of the church today is Victorian. It features in the majority of views into,
and through, Retford. It was interesting to note that the Parish Church is seeking
to let the Lady Chapel – an unusual move but extra income is needed to contribute
to the annual maintenance costs.
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Fig. 18 St Swithun’s East Retford © PRT
Retford Museum
Amcott House, one of Retford’s finest townhouses, is now the Museum and retains
its symmetrical Georgian frontage, c.1780 (Fig. 19). For the sake of the interior
detail it is important this remains the museum and is not closed to make local
authority savings.

Fig. 19 Retford Museum © PRT
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Majestic Theatre
The Majestic Theatre is somewhat hidden in the townscape but its façade on
Coronation Street is a remarkable piece of Art Deco architecture, designed in 1925
by Alfred Thraves of Nottingham (Fig. 20).

Fig 20. Majestic Theatre © PRT
Wesleyan Methodist Church
Wesleyan Methodist Church built in 1880 provides an end stop to this key street
and as such makes an important contribution to the townscape. All efforts should
be made to ensure it remains in use and if necessary develops appropriate ancillary
uses to support viability.
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Fig 21. Wesleyan Methodist Church, Grove Street © PRT
7.2

Buildings that tell their own story

One example is on Grove Street (Fig. 22). The building has changed its use but its
original function is clear from the distinctive lettered panel on the front elevation.
This is essential historical evidence told through the townscape and must be
retained.

Fig 22. Former Laundry building, Grove Street © PRT
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7.3

Buildings at Risk

Retford currently has four entries on the local authority Buildings at Risk Register
for Bassetlaw District. These are:
•
•
•
•

26 and 28 Grove Street
King Edward VII Grammar School (now converted into residential space)
Church of St Albans (currently up for sale)
23 and 24 Market Square

The English Heritage register in addition lists as at risk the two Grade II* churches,
St Swithun, Churchgate, and St Michael the Archangel, Bridgegate.
In terms of secular buildings the most critical buildings at risk to rescue are those
on the register including:
26 and 28 Grove Street
This is a critical building in the townscape forming the corner of one of the main
streets, the building itself is still capable of restoration and has Listed Building
Consent for residential and retail conversion. The permission unfortunately has not
been implemented. It is said that the difficulty with residential conversion is that it
is too large for current demand for single properties and subdivision is necessarily
restricted by the need to retain the original staircase which potentially impacts on
the viability of refurbishment. On the other hand the need for full subdivision would
not arise in, for example, an office conversion, and this should be considered in
more detail. The building may have other viable uses.

Fig. 23

26 & 28 Grove Street on corner of Beardsall’s Row © PRT

As the Register already highlights those buildings that are at particular risk this
report will not go into further detail on them but will instead draw attention to some
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other buildings that are not on the Register but appear to be either already at risk
or should be on a watch list. These include:
Market Square (E side)
This building on Market Square / Market Place is at risk because the upper floors
have been long abandoned and broken window panes mean the building is not wind
and weather tight. Its appearance highlights its emptiness and therefore puts the
building at risk of vandalism. Although the ground floor has been altered the upper
floors retain their Georgian sash windows and moulded architraves.

Fig. 24

Market Square (E side), building at risk © PRT

Retford Police Station
The large police station is architecturally distinctive, intact, and is a prominent
building forming the corner of Chancery Lane and Exchange Street (Fig. 25). As is
it a positive building within the Conservation Area, there is a presumption for its
retention.
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Fig. 25 Retford Police Station © PRT
Former Canal Warehouse
The canal warehouse is another empty building of significance to the town’s
heritage (Fig. 26). It was built in 1882 by the Manchester, Sheffield and Lincolnshire
Railway Company. The site had planning permission for conversion to six dwellings
but there is no sign this has started and so the building remains at risk.

Fig 26. Former Canal Warehouse at Retford Town Lock © PRT
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7.4

Examples of successful retention of historic buildings

There are examples in Retford of where historic buildings have been carefully
repaired and are continuing in use. It shows that it can be done and offers hope
for the remaining buildings at risk:
Poplar House
One example is the mid-18th century Poplar House on Grove Street directly opposite
the building at risk on the corner of Beardsall’s Row (Fig. 27). Here the three-storey
house has been faithfully repaired and remains in use as a single dwelling.

Fig 27. Georgian house on Grove Street © PRT
White Hart Hotel
Another is the White Hart Hotel which has recently been restored. Fig. 28 shows
the courtyard entrance with the windows repaired or replaced and the jettied upper
floor retained.
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Fig. 28 Rear courtyard of the restored White Hart © PRT
7.5

New build and Modern interventions

There are sites in the town that have already been developed and lessons can be
learned:
Bridgegate
The residential development on Bridgegate just beyond the river shows good
attention to scale and materials (Fig. 29).

Fig. 29 Bridgegate development © PRT
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Grove Street
By contrast the 1990 residential development on Grove Street is weak in design
and detracts from the character of the street (Fig. 30).

Fig. 30 Grove Street development © PRT
There are also examples of poor quality infill on more constrained sites in the town.
Future infill should seek to blend better with the existing character. Whilst the first
example just off the Market Square Street is subservient in scale and is set back,
its severely modern style actually makes it more obtrusive (Fig. 31).

Fig. 31 Market Square (E side) © PRT
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Argos has attempted to follow the match the levels of the neighbouring elevations
but the style of the fenestration and the scale of the shop front undermines this to
leave an unsatisfactory piece of infill development (Fig. 32).

Fig. 32 Argos in the Market Place © PRT
7.6

Underused buildings

Ground floor shops are generally occupied but some upper floors are currently
vacant. For example in the main square if these upper floors could be brought back
into use for either residential or commercial space, it would create more of a sense
of life day and night whereas there is a deserted feeling after hours at present.
Under-occupied buildings are also likely to be under-maintained buildings and
therefore can quickly become buildings at risk.
One potential solution we discussed at the Workshop was the establishment of a
Town Trust. The Council would need to establish a Company limited by Guarantee
to provide a focus for regeneration in the town centre. It would operate as a
property owner / landlord purchasing, renovating and placing tenants with the aim
of returning partially or wholly redundant buildings back to life. It would stimulate
inward migration to the town centre. Over the long-term properties could if
necessary be resold and the proceeds reinvested in renovating further redundant
buildings. A funding package would need to be assembled from the local authorities
and potentially HLF and or housing associations. We recommend undertaking
discussions with the Empty Homes Agency on this point.
Key underused examples noted on the survey included:
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23 and 24 Market Square

Fig 33. Nos. 23 & 24 Market Sq. (on Building at Risk Register) © PRT
34 Market Square

Fig. 34 Market Square partially occupied buildings © PRT
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Albert Road

Fig. 35 empty home on Albert Road © PRT
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8.0

Shop fronts and Signage

8.1

Shop fronts

This is one of the most difficult issues to get right in an historic town. It is important
for the economic vitality of the town that the shops thrive and to do so they will
want to ensure they have highly visible shop fronts. Chains have their own house
style that will expect to replicate whether in Retford or any other town. Too often
shop fronts are changed without consent and it is left to the local planning authority
to decide whether to take enforcement and such retrospective control is always
more difficult. Simple considerations can make a big impact. For example shops
that are not open at night do not really need much shop front illumination. Good
quality hand-written signs, painted onto wood, can be as striking for their
individuality as the standard chain store signs, that can be seen everywhere, are
for their intrusiveness.
BDC’s Guide to Good Shop Front Design and Signage was adopted as a
Supplementary Planning Document in July 2014 and this should be rigorously used
to enhance the townscape. This sets out parameters beyond which consent could
not be granted and offers guidance on design that if followed will create a more
harmonious appearance to the commercial areas of the town.
The following illustrate some examples in Retford that would merit review in future
work to enhance the townscape:
36 Bridgegate
Although not overtly illuminated and although on a modern building the depth and
flatness of the fascia in Fig. 36 and the heaviness of the end brackets is
unnecessarily out of character.

Fig. 36 Bridgegate © PRT
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37 Bridgegate
This late 18th/early 19th century Georgian building is severely damaged by the
modern shop front which ideally should be wholly replaced. The building appears
to have originally been two properties and so a more sensitively designed timber
shop front could reflect this for example two doorways into the same retail
premises.

Fig. 37 Bridgegate © PRT
38 Grove Street
Here the modern shop front fascia has insensitively cut across the terracotta
detailing of the Victorian/Edwardian building and compromised the historic
character, which in itself could have been a good a way of drawing attention to the
shop. The new work has potentially done irreversible damage to the historic
detailing underneath.
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Fig. 38 Grove Street © PRT
(Unknown no.) Bridgegate
By contrast the following shop on Bridgegate is a good example of a whole building
intact, with sympathetic shop front and fenestration above.

Fig. 39 shop building with well-preserved historic character © PRT
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8.2

Quantity of Signage

In some areas there is a plethora of A boards, wall signs, banners and other signage
(Figs. 40 and 41). These need to be rationalised to avoid the townscape character
being undermined. It is especially detrimental to buildings of architectural
distinction and too much signage can also be confusing. Ideally signage should be
‘as little as possible but as much as is necessary’.

Fig. 40 Market Square © PRT

Fig. 41 Market Place © PRT
8.3

Quality of signage

Signage that is hand painted, bespoke and sensitively lit where necessary can add
value to the character of the townscape. By the same token signage that is generic,
plastic and illuminated by fluorescent panels or prominent swan neck lamps can be
highly damaging to the character of the townscape. Ye Olde Sun Inn (Fig. 42) is to
be commended for its hand painted pub sign, though the advertising banner in the
middle would be best removed and the lighting rationalised.
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Fig. 42 Ye Olde Sun Inn, Chapelgate © PRT
8.4

Street Furniture

It is important to review the quantity and quality of street furniture. The example
on Market Place (Fig. 43) creates a feeling of obstruction rather than enhancing
movement through and along the street. The challenge is to provide facilities such
as litter bins and benches and notice boards in ways that are clearly located but
not visually intrusive. A palette of materials and colours helps to achieve this.
Following from that it would be good when litter bins need replacing to agree a
common style for example those introduced as part of the public realm works
around the Market Square.

Fig. 43 Market Place © PRT
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8.5

Litter

To the rear of Carolgate (Fig. 44) there is a particular problem with unguarded
refuse bins the contents of which are being strewn across the pedestrian
thoroughfare to the main shopping street. Better management of waste disposal
by neighbouring shops or night time closure of this area is needed to control
adverse effects on the appearance of the townscape.

Fig. 44 litter behind Carolgate © PRT
8.6

Paving

Decorative paving can add vibrancy to largely modern pedestrianized areas such
as Carolgate (Fig. 45) but it can also create, as is the case here, a rather harsh
appearance. The surfaces have been degraded by repairs that have not matched
the materials. Any new areas of decorative paving in any parts of the town should
be in a palette that is easy to maintain and there should be clear instructions to
road engineers and service providers that any intervention (e.g. underground
cabling) must carefully carry out like for like repairs on completion.
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Fig. 45 Carolgate © PRT
8.7

Parking

In several areas of the town there is a problem of seemingly random car parking
and in some cases this mars the appreciation of key buildings and spaces and it
creates an untidy character.
The walking tour identified opportunities to rationalise car parking around the bus
station area and near Bridgegate (Fig. 46) where there could also be the
opportunity for parking to be incorporated into a high quality new development.

Fig. 46 Bridgegate © PRT
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Fortunately the vista through from Dyers Court (Fig. 47) towards the church is
retained and it is important that any amendments to the layout of this parking area
in the future should maintain this.

Fig. 47 end of Dyers Court © PRT
The car parking at King’s Park, however, is obscuring the sense of arrival (Fig. 48).
The gated entrance screen is a fine piece of townscape and the entrance to the
park needs to be viewed and approached without interruption by vehicles. King’s
Park was opened in June 1938 to commemorate the reign of George V and the
coronation of George VI.

Fig. 48 Parking in front of entrance to King’s Park © PRT
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9.0

Town Centre Regeneration Case Studies

A number of THI projects have been carried out in the surrounding Midlands. Three
projects, similar in size and nature to Retford, have been included in this report as
case studies. Key information on each project’s background, aims, and resources,
as well as notes on outcomes and achievements, has been summarised from public
reports supplied by the HLF, Amber Valley Borough Council and Bolsover District
Council. 1
Two of these initiatives, Belper (part of the wider Belper & Milford THI) and
Creswell, are completed, having ended in 2007 and 2009 respectively. The third
case study, Boston, is in its very early stages: Boston Borough Council learned in
January 2015 that it had secured a HLF First Round pass. The project is intending
to run from 2016-2021.
It is hoped that these case studies can provide useful insight into the processes
and management of historic town centre regeneration, and highlight any potential
opportunities or obstacles that BDC should be aware of during their own
regeneration of Retford town centre.
9.1

Belper, Derbyshire 2

Background
The Belper & Milford THI began in October 2004 and ended in May 2009. The project
was funded by both public and private sectors. The HLF awarded the project
£1,025,000.
Through conserving and regenerating the town centre the project hoped ‘to make
the area more competitive and attractive to local shoppers and to build on the
opportunity of the World Heritage Site status of the area to create a world class
tourist destination’. This was to be achieved through:
•

Building repairs;

•

Reinstatement of architectural detail;

•

Bringing vacant floor space into use; and

•

Enhancing tourism appeal.

75 individual projects were completed under the scheme: 53 residential and 12
commercial properties, four public realm projects and six feasibility studies.
Management
For the majority of the scheme, the positions of Project Officer and Administration
Assistant were responsible for its smooth running. They also had the support of
various departments within Amber Valley Borough Council. The project was
1

See Derby and Derbyshire Economic Partnership, Belper and Milford Townscape Heritage Initiative:
Final Evaluation, 200; Townscape Heritage Research Unit, Department of Planning, Oxford Brookes
University, Creswell: Five Year Review Report, 2007; Liz Bates, HLF, Boston Townscape Heritage
Project Summary, September 2014.
2
See Belper and Milford, 2009.
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overseen by a steering group, consisting of representatives from the town, borough
and county councils; the project Officer for the World Heritage Site; conservation
specialists; and local residents.
Achievements
In general, the Final Evaluation highlighted that project had been very successful,
with positive reviews received from interviewees. It was particularly noted that the
‘environmental and heritage improvements to both residential have had a positive
impact on the communities in terms of increasing a strong heritage identity and
promoted genuine civic pride amongst its local residents’. Important achievements
include:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

The development of the Belper Ritz Cinema has been regarded as one of the
project’s greatest achievements. It has been partly responsible for
developing a ‘more diverse evening economy’. The Cinema has collaborated
with local eateries to offer more services to the public visiting in the
evenings.
The conversion of the Congregational Church from a church to residential
property.
A better quality tourist experience and economic activity. Figures suggest
the THI is likely to have contributed to increased footfall in the town centre.
Possible responsibility for the reduction in crime and anti-social behaviour.
This may have been achieved through increased public activity.
Improvement of heritage building skills for local builders and craftspeople.
Of those interviewed, residents found it easy to apply for and receive grants.
The potential for influencing other properties or businesses in raising
standards or carrying out essential works.

Arising Issues
The Final Evaluation highlighted some shortfalls in the project, and offered
recommendations on how to avoid such issues in the future:
Funding
Uncertainty with funding and having numerous funding streams caused delays and
loss of momentum. Recommendations:
•
•

When using numerous funding streams, adequate time should be
built in to the project programme to allow for decision making.
Ideally, funding should be spread over a longer period of time.
If dealing with government funding, staff should be aware of, and
trained, for dealing with the annualised accounting.

Future Investment
This will be dependent on the willingness of owners to invest, and for the town
centre to be kept as the civic focus (there is concern over a proposed Tesco
development outside of the town centre). Recommendations:
•
•

The work of the THI is included within future strategies for the town.
Relationships formed with project partners should be maintained.
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9.2

Creswell, Derbyshire 3

Background
The decline of the local coal industry in Creswell, and the subsequent closure of the
colliery, had a severe impact both economically and physically on the village.
Creswell was awarded a THI grant of £1,400,000 in 1999 as part of the first phase,
totalling £3,426,000. The second and third phases were effectively combined, with
‘a completely different and more complex funding mechanism’. The THI grant for
this combined phase was £3,210,000, with a total investment of £10,000,000. Map
3 highlights the area covered under the THI scheme.

Map 3 Boundary of Creswell THI, taken from ‘Creswell, 2007’
The 4 main objectives of the scheme were:
3

See Creswell, 2007.
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•
•
•
•

Quality of life enhancement
Townscape improvement
Economic regeneration
Confidence building

While the project covered a wider area, three projects were identified as ‘critical’
for the THI scheme: the Model Village, the Green, and the redundant grade II listed
former Church of England schools. Phase one focused on the repair of 90 properties
in the Model Village, while the last combined phase focused on the remaining Model
Village properties, as well as the Green and general environment.
Management
A project officer was assigned to provide overall project management, and Bolsover
District Council provided additional financial and HR support. The project was
overseen by a partnership committee consisting of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bolsover District Council (Members & Officers);
Derbyshire County Council (Members & Officers);
Creswell Heritage Trust;
Elmton and Creswell Parish Council;
Villagate Properties (private landowner);
Creswell Regeneration Trust;
Representatives of the Creswell Model Village Residents Association;
Groundwork Creswell;
Meden Valley Making Places;
Elmton and Creswell Local History Group;
Derbyshire Historic Buildings Trust; and
Creswell Village Company.

If not involved through the partnership committee, the community also had direct
involvement with the project through training initiatives.
Achievements
The evaluation report conducted in 2007 highlighted a number of key achievements
for the project. In general the report ascertained that there was a positive attitude
for the future of Creswell. It particularly highlighted that the specific nature of the
THI funding encouraged ‘very positive’ outcomes, which may not have been
achieved otherwise. The evaluation report holds the belief that the Creswell THI
was ‘very good value for money’. Key achievements, centred on the four project
aims, include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

General optimism about the village’s future and prospects.
Change of opinion on the Council: indication that a ‘far greater proportion’
of residents now felt the Council was invested in the wellbeing of the village.
Improvement in the reduction of serious crimes.
‘Dramatic improvements’ to the townscape of the Model Village.
Fewer derelict and vacant properties: 90 houses restored, and a further 185
from through further investment in the area.
The creation of a visitor and heritage centre for the village.
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•
•

70% of the employed workforce was drawn from the immediate community.
The diverse range of funding sought, resulted in a ‘very substantial
investment’.

Arising issues
While the project produced successful and instilled optimism for the local area, there
were a number of issues with the project programme and objectives.
Timescale
While the project was intended to last five years, work had to be extended to 2009
due to delays with the Model Village, funding, and the acquisition of the former Church
of England schools.
Funding
Funding difficulties caused delays and led to the creation of the combined phase.
There had been failure at the start of the project to secure partnership funding for the
Model Village regeneration, forcing works to halt. It is noted that this caused a large
degree of unrest and criticism locally with regards to the scheme.
Former Church of England Schools redevelopment
Issues with the owners delayed works and the Council repeatedly served urgent work
notices. It is acknowledged that the owners had ‘unrealistic expectations’ with regards
to the value of the properties, which then caused programme delays.
9.3

Boston, Lincolnshire 4

Background and Progress to Date
Boston Borough Council, in partnership with Heritage Lincolnshire (HL), was
awarded a first round HLF pass of £73,000 in January 2014. A second round
application will then be submitted in the hope of securing the remaining £996,000
of a £1,069,000 total funding package. This project will be focussing on the
conservation and enhancement of the town centre’s historic eastern boundary of
Market Place, Dolphin Lane and Pump Square (see Map 4).
The project will later apply for EU funding for the delivery phase totalling £385,000,
and has secured both public and private donations, totally nearly £500,000. The
Council will be contributing £99,500 to the whole project. Eligible property owners
will be encouraged to apply for a grant to help with improvement works of their
historic property.

4

See Boston, September 2014.
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Map 4: Boundary of Boston THI, taken from ‘Boston, September 2014.’
Management
Boston Borough Council, as the lead applicant, will oversee the project’s finances
and the employment of a full time Townscape Heritage Project Officer from the
beginning of the Development Phase. HL will be responsible for training and
supporting the Project Manager, as well as assisting with funding applications, and
the community engagement programme. A formal agreement between the two
partners was included as part of the HLF application, and a partnership board will
be created.
An activity plan for the community will include:
•

Training by professional building archaeologists to record historic
buildings;
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•
•
•

Workshops on building conservation skills;
Events such as an annual medieval fair, guided walks, and exhibitions;
and
Outreach work by the Project Manager in local schools, colleges,
groups, to discuss the project.
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10.0 Workshop Conclusion
10.1

Summary

Retford has a townscape of considerable historic interest. Much has already been
done to preserve and enhance it through the successful partnership of local and
regional bodies.
Development opportunities have been identified but they require particular
attention to detail, materials and proportions to ensure that the intervention adds
value to the townscape and conservation area and does not detract from it. We
recommend that a design brief is produced for the area to give guidance on scale,
materials and appropriate uses.
The most urgent issues to address are those buildings on the At Risk Register, and
those buildings identified as being underused buildings. With regard to underused
buildings, the Market Square is almost entirely commercial and so lacks a feeling
of occupation at night but if the upper floors could be brought back into use as
residential it would change the dynamic of the space giving it greater day and nighttime activity. This would also promote security in the town centre at night-time.
Buildings that occupy focal positions in the streetscape are especially important to
rescue, for example the one on the corner of Grove Street and Beardsall’s Row. For
the Buildings at Risk, we suggest an open forum with local community members to
discuss and consider what uses would be a good first steps towards feasibility work.
As identified earlier in the report, it is essential that the key vistas and street
scopes, as well as the river and canalside walks, be not only maintained, but
strengthened. A review of shop fronts is also needed to seek to undo some of the
poorer changes carried out. It is also recommended that a Presentation Audit is
carried out to rationalise signage and street furniture.
The aim of this report has been to provide an overview based on a short survey
and follow-up discussion. It is hoped that it can stimulate further work towards
the enhancement of the Conservation Area.
10.2

Original Discussion Themes

As mentioned at the start of this report the discussion covered the following issues
and this report has sought to capture the conclusions on the day:
•

What makes good historic character in an urban context?
Retention and use of historic buildings, repairs carried out using traditional
materials and techniques: good quality public realm; open spaces, long
vistas and new buildings respecting the scale and character around them.

•

What can have an adverse impact on historic character?
Poor design in alterations and new build; buildings out of use and derelict;
excessive or untidy street furniture; poor use of materials (e.g. needless
stone cladding onto a brick elevation); poor quality shop fronts; key vistas
obscured; random parking.
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•

In Retford how can we maximise the benefits to the townscape of the work
already carried out?
Continue to enhance the Market Square where great improvement has
already been carried out; get the surrounding buildings back into full use
and continue the palette of paving materials out onto neighbouring streets.

•

Do we need to review the boundary of the Conservation Area?
The boundary has relatively recently been reviewed so may not be a priority
but there could be an argument for excluding some of lower end of Carolgate
where the character is predominantly modern.

•

Is there potential for a Town Trust?
Yes. This could be a way to address the problem of empty upper floors over
shops and businesses. By providing affordable rents it could encourage
people back into the town centre.

•

Can we prioritise the Buildings at Risk?
1. 26-28 Grove Street. We feel this site should be considered first. This
site is a high priority. It sits in a key location and has had residential
planning permission before, and is currently on the English Heritage
At Risk register. While there are challenges in refurbishing this site,
it does have the potential for residential development. This could be
achieved through partnership with the local housing association.
2. 23-24 Market Street. This is a close second priority. This site has a
lot of opportunities and could be used for residential or offices. This
site has the potential to achieve a lot with relatively little work.
3. Canal Warehouse. While this site is not listed, it dominates the area
and has the potential for residential conversion. As it is not listed,
installing windows are possible.

10.3

Case Studies

The case studies included in this report have all tackled, or are tackling, similar
issues with town centre regeneration in a likeminded way to BDC. If required, PRT
would be happy to put BDC in touch with the authors.
10.4

List of Report Recommendations

This conclusion would finally like to draw attention back to the number of initial
recommendations made in this report. These should be read in conjunction with
the recommendations identified in the conclusion section above, and have been
separated into two distinct lists:
Preservation Opportunities
1. The Market Place: adopting the same palette of materials would help to
better link Market Square with Market Place and lead the pedestrian through
a harmonious townscape. At present the cobbled street surfacing carries the
traditional character through towards one of the most important buildings,
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but it does not continue all the way. The character would be enhanced if it
continued across Cannon Square up to the entrance to the churchyard.
2. Any new areas of decorative paving in any parts of the town should be in a
palette that is easy to maintain and there should be clear instructions to
road engineers and service providers that any intervention (e.g.
underground cabling) must carefully carry out like for like repairs on
completion.
3. It is essential that the long view through to the church is maintained.
4. The town centre is characterised by a number of connecting alleys and
passageways and it is essential that these are retained and enhanced.
5. The decorative murals should be retained as they are unique features for
the Town. Similarly, original signage such as above the old launderette
should be preserved as it provides an interesting insight to the town centre’s
history.
6. To safeguard the interior, the Museum should remain as is, and ideally
should be protected from spending cuts.
Development Opportunities
1. All efforts should be made to ensure the Methodist church remains in use as
it holds a significant position in the town landscape. We suggest that
secondary uses for the building could be explored so that it remains a vital
hub.
2. The site near Market Square and Bridgegate has the potential for
development. However, we stress that any new build here needs to respect
the proximity to historic buildings in scale and materials.
3. Car parking: improving capacity would take the pressure off some areas
where it would be good to remove car parking all together, e.g. in front of
King’s Park entrance.
4. The land at the north end of Chancery Lane has some out of character
council offices dating from the c.1960s/70s. Regeneration of the town would
benefit from the replacement of these with buildings more in character in
scale and material.
5. A number of upper floors in the main square are currently vacant. These
have the potential for redevelopment, and may also benefit the area through
increased local activity at night. We recommend undertaking investigations
into potential partnerships including the Empty Homes Agency to take this
issue forward.
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